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Menjo's Complex 

"All Are Welcome"

Menjo's Complex boasts that they have served everyone since opening in

1973, and that continues to this day. Voted Detroit's best LGBT bar,

Menjo's has a full bar that features bartenders who can mix customers a

great cocktail. There is an enclosed outdoor patio, as well as a large dance

floor where patrons can dance the night away. Each day here has a

special theme, and there is a happy hour served every day.

 +1 313 863 3934  www.newmenjoscomplex.com/  928 West McNichols Road, Detroit MI
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Hayloft Saloon 

"Game On"

The Hayloft Saloon has been serving drinks and good times to the people

of Detroit since 1980, and today it is known as one of the best gay bars in

the area. Besides the fun and friendly atmosphere, the Hayloft also has

pool tables, darts and six TVs always showing sports. There is also a large

outdoor patio space where they sometimes barbecue and is always good

for the hot summer months for some fresh air.

 +1 313 581 8913  8070 Greenfield Road, Detroit MI
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Gigi's 

"Gay Bar with Drag Show"

Gigi's is a popular gay bar in Warrendale (just outside of Dearborn). The

space features a bar, pool tables, elevated seating and a stage used for

drag shows and dancing. Different days host different events, such as

karaoke, but Saturday is the day to go to catch the famed drag show.

There's usually a cover charge and an additional cost to park in the

adjacent parking lot. Please note that Gigi's is cash-only.

 +1 313 584 6525  16920 West Warren Avenue, Detroit MI
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Soho 

"Good Times"

Since 2004, Soho has been one of the most popular LGBT bars in the

Detroit Metro area. The neon lighting gives the interiors a fun and exciting

atmosphere. The drinks offered range from beer on tap to specialty

cocktails and daily drink specials like the caramel apple martini or the

Blanche Devereaux. Weekly events like trivia nights, karaoke and dance

parties make Soho a great place to head anytime you're looking for a fun

night out with friends in a welcoming environment.

 +1 248 542 7646  www.ferndalesoho.com/  205 West 9 Mile Road, Ferndale MI
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